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ABSTRACT

Speakers naturally modify the way they produce
speech depending on the listening environment. A
hyper-articulatory speaking style is typically
employed when listening circumstances are
difficult. In contrast, hypo-articulation is adopted
when the elements for listening are favourable. 
Previous research suggests that the intentions of the 
speaker are realized in listener’s recognition of 
spoken utterances [1]. Given recent findings that the
sight of articulating faces increase the detectability
of speech in noise [2, 3, 4, 5]; the present study 
investigates whether speech in noise is more
detectable when the listener views hyper-articulated
compared to hypo-articulated speech. Normal,
Hyper- and Hypo-articulated styles of “ba, bi, bu, 
da, ga, tha” spoken by three speakers were paired
with corresponding static images (auditory
information only) or dynamic (audio-visual
condition) visual articulations in a two interval 
(noise only/speech plus noise) forced choice
detection task at three signal-to-noise ratios (0dB, -
2dB, and -4dB). Seeing the articulating face
provides a significant advantage for detecting 
speech in noise compared to auditory only
presentation regardless of speaking style. 
Additionally, hyper-articulated speech offered a 
significant advantage over hypo-articulated speech
suggesting that the amount of facial movement may
modulate the AV facilitation effect in the detection 
of speech in noise. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Observing movements of the face, in particular the
lips, jaw and throat area, significantly increases the
recognition of speech in face-to-face communication
[6, 7]. Recently, the importance of seeing an 
articulating face has expanded into speech detection

[2, 3, 4, 5]. A speech signal embedded in noise is 
detected with greater accuracy when the
accompanying facial articulations are visible. It 
appears that the moving face not only helps a
listener to recognize what has been said, it also
appears to help the listener detect when speech will
occur and where in the auditory spectrum the speech
is located. 

Grant and Seitz [2] presented auditory sentences 
embedded in noise, alone (A-only condition) or
paired with a talking face (AV condition) that either
matched or mismatched in the auditory information.
Measurement of speech detection thresholds showed 
improved detection (more background noise could 
be tolerated) for the AV matching condition than
both the A-only and AV mismatching conditions 
(which were not significantly different from each
other). Interestingly the AV facilitation of detection
was better for some sentences than others. Sentences
with greater AV augmentation for detection 
displayed greater positive correlation between 
mouth area (inter-lip separation) and amplitude
envelope, particularly the second formant (F2) 
peaks, compared to sentences with lower AV
enhancement of detection. Grant and Seitz [2]
speculated that seeing the face, particularly the 
opening of the mouth, reduces temporal and spectral 
uncertainty. The moving face may therefore act as a
cue directing attention to the auditory spectrum
relevant for speech. 

These findings have been repeated with the same
sentences [4], foreign language sentences [3], and a 
simple ‘ba’ utterance with the most consistent 
finding being that the degree of correlation between 
mouth area and F2 is critical for auditory-visual
facilitation in detection of speech in noise. 
However, there is a strong indication that
naturalness also plays an important role. When 
acoustic properties are mapped onto visual figures 
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that depart from the natural mouth-like presentation 
the AV facilitation effect is reduced (despite high 
correlations) [5]. Bernstein argues that the AV
facilitation effect seen in speech detection is not 
necessarily specific to speech and that it is unlikely 
that attentional factors play a role. Instead bimodal
activation of multimodal cells in the superior 
colliculi may lead to an early excitatory-excitatory
additive response [5].

Moreover, when speech is presented backwards
(preserving correlation but disrupting naturalness
and knowledge of sentence) no AV facilitation 
effect in detection is observed [4]. This result, in 
conjunction with the finding that knowledge of the
language is not a factor for AV facilitation in highly
correlated sentences [3], suggests that naturalness 
can play a significant role. 

1.1 Examining AV facilitation in detection
of speech in noise ‘naturally’: the role 
of speaking style 

Examination of the effect of different speaking
styles on the detection of speech in noise is 
important for a number of reasons. Firstly, speakers
naturally alter the way they produce utterances 
according to the listening conditions [8, 9]. Perhaps 
there are natural features that may assist the
detection of speech in noise, yet natural styles of 
producing speech in noise have not yet been 
examined in relation to the AV facilitation of
detection.

Hyper-articulation is a speaking style produced
when the communication environment poses
difficulties for the listener. These circumstances
might include speaker/listener characteristics. For 
example, foreign language or accent, speech 
production difficulties or hearing impairment [8]
can impede clear speech production and perception.
In addition, difficulties can originate in the sound 
environment or message itself; difficult content [9]
and particularly background noise [10] are known to
have substantial negative impact during 
communication. When a speaker adopts a hyper-
articulated speaking style several auditory and 
visual characteristics of normal speech are altered.
For example, hyper-articulation involves features 
such as increased stop-gap duration, intensity of 
release bursts and most relevantly, exaggerated
facial movements [11].

Given that we naturally and spontaneously alter our 
auditory and visual production of speech to make it
clearer to the listener in noisy circumstances, it is 

possible that these signal driven features may
contribute to enhanced perception of speech. Several
studies have concluded that hyper-articulated speech
increases recognition of auditory speech in noise 
and is further enhanced when the articulations are 
visible [11, 12].

The second reason to consider speaking style as an 
important variable in AV detection studies is that 
hyper-articulation is commonly used when speaking 
to an audience or in front of a camera. Many 
speakers know to speak clearly in these situations. 
Given the laboratory-based conditions in many
studies in this area, it is quite possible that previous 
studies of the AV facilitation effect in detection 
have actually captured hyper-articulated speaking 
styles, rather than normally produced speech.

Hypo-articulated styles are not naturally produced in 
noise, but instead are employed when listening 
circumstances are optimal. There is much less
known about the characteristics of hypo-articulated
speech, although minimized visual articulations can
be observed [8]. If the amount of facial movement is 
important to AV speech detection we could expect
that the AV facilitation effect would be larger for 
hyper- vs. hypo-articulated speaking styles.

If naturalness plays a role we could also expect
enhanced AV facilitation for hyper-articulated
speaking styles and reduced facilitation for hypo-
articulations simply because hypo-articulated
speaking styles are not naturally produced in noisy
environments. However, listeners may be cued by
the minimized style of speaking and compensate by 
paying more attention to the trials involving hypo-
articulated styles (given that it could be a more
difficult task), if this is the case then some
facilitation may be observed. In addition, hypo-
articulated utterances are of shorter duration than 
hyper-articulated counterparts. This decreased
duration could lead to enhanced AV speech
detection if reduction of temporal uncertainty is a 
driving force behind the AV facilitation effect. 

Finally, nearly all studies to date that have 
examined the AV facilitation effect in speech 
detection have mentioned an illusion (with no name)
that occurs during testing. After testing or during
breaks, listeners will frequently report that they 
heard speech in some trials of noise only 
presentation (much to the distress of the researcher
who is compelled to validate audio files). It may be
the case that stronger AV facilitation observations 
are also accompanied by stronger illusions of speech
occurring when no speech is present (resulting in 
more errors). 
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The present study seeks to gain a clearer
understanding of the AV facilitation effect in 
detection of speech in noise by considering the 
natural variations produced by a speaker when
speaking in noisy circumstances.

2. METHOD 

2.1. Participants 
Eight (5 females, 3 males) post-graduate, native 
speakers of Australian-English from the University 
of Western Sydney participated in the experiment.
All reported normal hearing and had normal or 
corrected-to-normal sight. Ages of participants 
ranged from 23 to 55yrs (mean age = 32.25 yrs).
Half of the participants had previous training in
linguistics.

2.2. Materials and Design 

Six speech tokens “ba, bi, bu, da, ga, tha” were
produced by three speakers in three speaking styles..
The two male and one female Australian English 
speakers (pictured below) were first recorded under 
the instruction to speak normally. In the hyper-
articulated condition speakers were instructed speak 
clearly as if they were in a noisy environment or
with a listener who had difficulty understanding
them. Lastly, to generate the hypo-articulated
versions, speakers were asked to minimize their
articulation as if speaking to someone very familiar
about a familiar topic. Speakers were asked to begin
and end each utterance with a closed, resting-mouth
position and to repeat any syllables that may have 
been mispronounced, or produced with an emotional
facial expression. The three speakers were selected
from an initial pool of nine speakers based on 
ratings of movement and naturalness. All three had 
large movement differences between speech styles,
but differed in naturalness. One speaker (speaker E) 
was rated as the most un-natural of all speakers. 

Figure 1. Maximum mouth opening of hyper-articulated ‘ba’
from speaker E, L and T (lower half only of the face is shown to
preserve identity, stimuli were full-face).

The audio portions were then used in three, triple 
interleaved 3-down 1-up, 2 interval, 2 alternative 
forced choice detection threshold procedures (using
MATLAB v.14) that yielded 9 thresholds (3
speakers x 3 styles) for each individual participant 
(collapsed across CV syllable). With an initial step 
size of 3dB signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and a final 
step size of 1 dB SNR, each threshold was the 
average of the last 7 of 9 reversals representing 79% 
detection threshold on the psychometric function 
[13]. MATLAB was used to then generate noise and 
signal plus noise audio files at 79% threshold (0dB)
and at 2 (-2 dB SNR) and 4dB (-4dB SNR) below 
threshold. Files tailored to each participant were
then dubbed with original video footage (AV 
condition) or with duration matched still frames.
Duplicate files were constructed with either 200ms 
lead/500ms lag or 500ms lead/200ms lag of noise 
plus still frame. A total of 10,368 video tokens were 
constructed (8 participants x 6 CV syllables x 3
speakers x 3 styles x 3 SNR’s x 2 presentation
conditions (A, AV) x 2 lead/lag versions in noise
only and signal-plus-noise). These tokens (based on 
individual thresholds obtained) were then used in a
2-interval, 2-alternative, forced choice detection task
described in the procedure. 

2.1 Equipment 

The speakers were recorded against a black
background using a Sony NP-F330 Digital Video 
Recorder. Two BALCAR 2000w Soft lights with
scrim fabric ensured even glare free lighting. The
video recorder was adjusted to align each speaker’s
face within a central grid on a remote monitor that
produced a consistent life-size image for each 
speaker. One exemplar of each CV syllable in each
style was selected for each speaker (54 tokens), then 
clipped and rendered at 25 frames per second (fps) 
using ULead VideoStudio version 5.0. The audio
components of the tokens were extracted using 
dBpowerAMP, and normalized using CoolEdit
2000. DMDX software [14] was used to display avi
files and record responses on a PC. A chin-rest was
used to maintain constant viewing distance and
audio components were presented via KOSS 
headphones.

2.2 Procedure 

Each participant was tested individually over nine (3
speaker’s x 3 SNR’s) half-hour sessions comprised
of 144 trials. Each trial consisted of two otherwise 
identical video tokens (one with noise only, one
with speech plus noise) separated by a 500ms
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interval. Participants were asked to indicate “which
noisy movie contained speech” by pressing either 1 
(first movie) or 2 (second movie) marked on the 
keyboard. Responses were only accepted after the 
second movie had finished. Three opportunities to 
‘take a break’ were incorporated into each session. 

3. RESULTS 

The detection responses were scored as correct (if
signal-plus-noise interval was selected) and
incorrect (if noise only interval selected). The mean
correct response percentages were compared for
Audio-only (still face presentations) and AV 
(articulating face presentations) in a 4-way
MANOVA (style x SNR x speaker x CV syllable)
with A and AV % correct responses as two levels of
dependant variable.

Significant main effects were obtained for style
(F(4, 10164) = 3.506, p<.01), SNR (F(4, 10164) = 
91.655, p<.001) and CV syllable (F(10, 10164) =
41.092, p<.000). No significant main effect was 
found for speaker (F(4, 10164) = .797, p =.527).
Closer inspection of results for speaking style
reveals that there was no effect of speaking style in 
A-only presentation as seen in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Percentage of correct responses for A-only and AV 
presentation as a function of speaking style.

However, in the AV presentation not only do we see 
increases in correct detection for all speaking styles,
there is a significant difference between Hyper- and 
Hypo-articulated styles. The percentage correct
detection is significantly higher (p = .017) when a 
hyper-articulating face is seen (M = 77.5%, SD =
40.5%) than a hypo-articulating face (M = 73.6%, 
SD = 43.1%) is seen.
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Figure 3. Percentage of correct responses for A-only and AV 
presentation as a function of SNR. 

As predicted the percentage correct detection 
deteriorated with decreased SNR (more noise less
signal) for both A-only and AV presentations (see 
figure 3). 

Investigation of the advantage offered by seeing a 
moving face (AV – A) for each of the speaking 
styles at the different SNR’s reveals an interesting 
picture.

In figure 4 it can be seen that the hyper-articulating
face facilitates speech detection (up to 15% increase 
in correct detection) more so than seeing the hypo-
articulating face (up to 7% increase) and that this 
advantage increases as the noise increases (signal
decreases) from 0 to -2dB SNR. 
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Figure 4. AV facilitation (AV % correct minus A-only %
correct) as a function of Speaking style and SNR.

However at -4 dB SNR, AV facilitation decreases 
relative to -2dB for hyper- and hypo-articulated
utterances but not for normal articulations. In fact,
the only instance where a significant AV advantage
is not observed is for the hypo-articulated style
presented at -4dB SNR.
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Figure 5. AV facilitation (AV % correct minus A-only %
correct) as a function of Speaker and SNR. 

The decrease in AV facilitation from -2dB to -4dB
SNR in hyper- and hypo-articulated speech
conditions is dependant on speaker. Although no
main effect for speaker was observed, a significant 
interaction between speaker and SNR (F(8, 10164)
= 2.370, p =.002) indicates that the pattern observed 
is due to speaker E, and to a lesser extent speaker L. 
Figure 5 clearly shows a marked decrease in AV
facilitation from -2dB to -4dB for speaker E, and L 
but not for speaker T. 
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Figure 6. Percentage of correct responses for A-only and AV 
presentation as a function of CV Syllable.

Finally, figure 6 shows an AV advantage for all 
syllables. Overall “bi” and “bu” were more easily
detected than the other CV tokens, but this was most
likely due to differences pre-existing in the audio 
files (threshold procedures randomly selected tokens 
within speaker/style categories). As can be seen, the
main effect for syllable is consistent between A-
only and AV presentations.

4. DISCUSSION

The perception of speech involves detecting a 
speech signal and then mapping acoustic properties
onto linguistic attributes [15]. Given that detection 
of speech is such an essential and early part of 
speech processing it is invaluable to gain insight 
into the mechanisms that govern detectability.

We have clear evidence from the present results that
hyper-articulated utterances are more detectable
than hypo-articulated utterances. The speaking style
that we ‘naturally’ produce in noisy situations offers 
an advantage over the style that is typically used in 
optimal listening conditions. Moreover, this 
facilitative effect increases as noise level increases 
(and signal decreases) from 0dB SNR to -2dB SNR. 
It seems that the presence of a hyper-articulating 
face offers greater advantage in more difficult 
listening circumstances. This may be due to the
extra movement seen in facial features, increased
naturalness given the noisy conditions, or the hyper-
articulated style itself may simply act as a cue for
the listener to pay more attention (via an expectation 
of difficult listening circumstances). Alternately, it 
is quite possible that hyper-articulated speaking 
styles naturally result in a higher correlation 
between inter-lip area and F2 amplitude peaks than
hypo- articulated utterances. 

These possible explanations do not offer any 
obvious insight into the strange pattern of results 
observed at -4dB SNR. Previously mentioned is the 
frequent occurrence of the ‘illusion with no name’
in which the perception of speech occurs in noise-
only intervals, indeed this experiment was no 
exception, with all participants experiencing the 
illusion. It is quite possible that hyper-articulated
speaking style induces the illusion more frequently 
than other speaking styles and predominantly in the
most difficult listening environment. As the illusion
increases, more errors would occur reducing the AV 
facilitation effect (measured as % correct 
responses), particularly for hyper-articulated
utterances and particularly at -4dB. In consistency 
with this explanation, hyper-articulated utterances 
embedded in -4dB SNR white noise had the most
impact on reducing AV facilitation when produced 
by speaker E. Measurements of inter-lip area from
speaker E, L and T indicate that Speaker E had the 
largest absolute inter-lip separation during hyper-
articulation and the greatest difference in average
mouth area between hyper- and hypo-articulated
tokens. The illusion based responses would have
been more frequent when viewing the speaker who
exhibited greater hyper-articulation.

The notion of illusion based responses may also 
explain why no differences were observed between
hyper-articulated utterances and normally produced
utterances. The possible increase in AV facilitation
due to hyper-articulation may have been offset by
illusory responses reducing the AV facilitation score 
closer to the scores obtained from normally-
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articulated trials (that may not have been affected by 
the illusion to the same extent).

Alternately, the ‘normal’ style produced may
actually have been very similar to the hyper-
articulated style. When placed in front of a video 
camera, it is likely that the speakers spoke more
‘clearly’ than they would normally (an important
consideration when examining other studies of AV 
speech detection). If this were the case, however,
there should have also been a diminished AV 
facilitation in the -4dB SNR condition with normal
articulations.

The presence of the illusion suggests, regardless of 
AV facilitation scores, that there is a strong 
influence of seeing the face on hearing a voice. 
However, we cannot conclude that this advantage is 
all due to the presence of the face. It must be noted 
and remembered that the voices were also
representative of the speaking styles. Even though 
no significant differences in detection occurred 
between A-only presentations of the different 
speaking styles, there is a possibility that hyper-
articulated auditory speech is more easily segmented
from background noise in the presence of visual
cues (any visual cues, not necessarily hyper-
articulating faces). 

Future studies will focus on isolating the role of the 
illusion in AV speech detection using a 2 alternative
(yes/no) detection task (allowing analysis of false 
positive ‘illusion’ responses), to examine possible 
correlation differences between the speaking styles
and to pair the visual styles with a constant voice, 
allowing the role of the face to be isolated.
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